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Somewhere Special: Together We Thrive

by Carolyn J. Fosdick©2012
Out in the middle of nowhere U.S.A. nestled in fields of alfalfa, beans,
sunflowers, and wheat, along with sagebrush, junipers, red earth, and dust is
a tiny community. High mountains to the east and towering red rock formations
to the west all lie less than a hundred miles from this community, and is some
of the most spectacular scenery in America. This small community of about
700 is Dove Creek. Actually, Dove Creek is just a wide place in the road, where
if you blink when driving through, you miss it. The town is so small there is no
traffic light, just one grocery store, and a couple of cafes. Nothing about its external appearance stands out to catch the eye of a visitor. But to us who live
here, Dove Creek is somewhere special.
It is the people who make it special, people who have lived here long
enough to be called old timers, and people who moved here from other places
and liked what they found. This is Bulldog Country and the colors of blue and
gold have particular meaning to the inhabitants. The schools are the nuclear
force holding the community together and we are all proud Bulldogs.
There is a special spirit in Dove Creek, a feeling of what the pioneers
who settled this area left to us today. As you read the stories of some of these
old-timers who came to a virgin land, settled, farmed, ranched, or mined, look
for the common theme of helping others. There are other common themes that
run through these stories, one of hardships, of hard work, of persisting in spite
of everything, of giving thanks for living in America, of giving and sharing, and
of reaching out to those who need help. Together, these pioneers who settled
Dove Creek and the surrounding areas survived. Together they formed a community, they were neighborly, and they were proud to be called a Dove Creek
Bulldog. And together, with the combined efforts of these hardy early founders,
Dove Creek thrived. They have left us today with a legacy, not just of material
growth, and a better life than they themselves had, but also a legacy of caring
and sharing which has come down from past to the present. Yes Dove Creek
is somewhere special. Together we thrive.
Dove Creek is where the annual Fourth of July celebration, Pick ‘n Hoe,
is held, a celebration of all celebrations. This remembrance of America’s Birth
is possible because the whole community pitches in and helps in various ways.
Without the help of Dove Creekers, Pick ‘n Hoe would cease to exist. Together
we help. Together we thrive.
Together we succeed in pulling off this wonderful small town celebration
year after year. Pick ‘n Hoe is fifty-seven years old this year. The old timers
break in new comers. The young depend on their parents to show them what
needs to be done. The older depend on the young to carry on the traditions
that have built Pick ‘n Hoe from the start to the present. It is all volunteer work.
No one gets paid a salary to volunteer to cook a pot of beans or make a float
or donate time to work the cook shack. It takes effort from many to do this year
after year. And it takes money to be earned each year from this community to
put on Pick ‘n Hoe. Together we donate time, money, raffle items, anything we
can to the Pick ‘n Hoe cause. Together we thrive.
Across small towns in America, Fourth of July Celebrations are becoming an endangered species. The tradiContinued on Page 6
tions of the past are dying out as
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Writing Contest~Ramona Johnson

First Place High School Writing Contest

The Impact of One Life

by Kristin Knuckles

One life; one legacy; one man who left more than just
one memory. The unthinkable happened when the news
flowed through the town that Ron Heaton had passed
away. The time seemed so short and the days seemed so
long for the ones who grieved and mourned for the loss in
their lives. The memories were the only way to repair the
broken hearts and the only way to regain the love that had
been disconnected from the heart.
Ron was a hero and a substantial individual to me because of his musical talent and kind heart. At band sessions he always made sure I was able to figure out any
song on the fiddle. He made sure I was comfortable playing and if I wasn’t, he would take over, lift the burden off
my shoulder and take away all the pressure of everyone
staring at me while I tried to play along.
He always told me, “If you ever have a hard time figuring out a song on the fiddle, call me up!” He was always willing to help me when I
needed it. Even when we passed each other in the Superette he was there, greeting
me with a smile and a sincere friendly hug, making sure I was still playing the fiddle. In
the short time that I knew Ron, he helped me realize that you should never give up.
When you are struggling in life whether it’s figuring out a song on the fiddle or just an
everyday occurrence, don’t give up. Always keep going, you might make a difference.
I believe his whole purpose of life was to make a difference. Whether it was
one individual or a whole community, his goal was to pursue this difference. He once
told me, I am going to figure out “The Devil Went Down to Georgia” on the fiddle and
when I do, I will teach you. He had a strong passion about music and he could do anything he wanted to. He always showed his passion for music. He never let one day go
by regretting his life events. I feel that he enjoyed everyday that came along.
Not only has he impacted my life, but the community as well. He was a significant individual in this community that will never be forgotten. Our STUD (Students Taking Action Against Underage Drinking) program, that has been set in place for a few
years now, has started a project in memory of Ron Heaton. This goes to show how
much of an impact he had on our community and the lives within the community. In addition, Ron has made a huge difference in the lives of many individuals, but he has also
left behind a legacy that many long to live. His legacy shows an individual that you can
do anything, tells you to never let your life be set to one limit. Reach out and try something new. A legacy proving that you can do anything you set your mind to. Most of all,
the legacy of never giving up! Don’t let underestimation take over, prove to everyone
that you may struggle, but because you “never give up”, you will perfect it in time.
As a result of Ron’s significant life, not only have I realized, but many others’
have realized too, what an impact one’s life has on an individual heart and the heart of
a community. Furthermore, I give respect to this man and for the courageous man he
was. Not only for changing my life, but for the boldness he showed to try new things.
He will always be a part of the lives he impacted and he forever holds a key to our
hearts.
In loving memory Ron Heaton
This paper is the production of Dove Creek Chamber of Commerce, PO Box 851,
Dove Creek, CO 81324. Many people had a hand in making it possible: Thank you
each and every one. © 2012, all rights reserved

“ATTENTION DOVE CREEK” Here is a missing story from the Somewhere Special
Newspaper. I am very sorry that it didn’t get in my paper, and I don’t have an excuse,
I just shuffled off. I am so sorry. Carol Marie Howell

Story By Ramona Johnson

My Grandparents, Guy and Kate Tracy and Mike and Kate Barrett, came to this
country during WWI. The Tracy family settled in Cahone and the Barrett family in
Peel. Tracy homesteaded on uncleared land, no buildings, no roads, just mile after
mile of trees, sagebrush and rock.
Out of necessity the people all learned to take care of each other and used their
own special skills wherever was needed. There were no certificates, diplomas but
they became midwives, nurses, carpenters, mechanics, barbers, fiddle players, guitar
pickers and preachers.
This philosophy of caring carried through the years into each generation.
My Dad, Buss Barrett married my mother Opal Tracy during the depression. With
two little girls to provide for Dad hired on with a construction crew and we traveled all
over. His goal was to get enough money to get back home because “people there
take care of you.”
I remember talking to a man who had received a bad medical diagnosis and his
doctor told him to move to a lower climate. He said no, where I am people will look
after me and my wife. If she goes to the store or for a walk I don’t worry about muggers. I am where we both need to be.
When I was 18, I married Bob Johnson from Cahone. Bob had true Cahone values – he thought that caring about others should be our way of life. So we did what
we could. Bob taught 4-H, was a school board member, helped at school functions,
was in Search & Rescue, became an EMT and rode the ambulance, was a fireman
and plowed driveways all over town. The last years of Bob’s life we were on the receiving end.
Belonging to this community is like being wrapped in a cocoon with the best people in the world on the inside.
Ramona Johnson
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OSCAR RUSSELL SEMADENI

OSCAR RUSSELL SEMADENI • Born: JANUARY – 1928
STORY WRITTEN BY: OSCAR HIMSELF • MARCH – 2012

I had better get started with my life
Margaret made. Mother taught all the girls know Emily admired Darrel. She asked for
history. I agreed to have it by Jan. 2012.
to be good cooks.
a volunteer to get a Christmas tree. Darrel
Thanks for the encouragement.
My brother and other sisters all went
volunteered and got a perfect tree. Emily
My name is Oscar Russell. It was
to college. Two became school teachers.
was in the hospital in Grand Junction in ingiven to me after Oscar Russell who bapOur sister, Emily taught at Ginger Hill, the
tensive care when she had phenomena.
tized my father, Albert Semadeni in 1921
school of 1946 and 1947. At that time, the
The head nurse gave Emily special care.
at Salt Lake City. This was in the LDS
Ginger Hill School was a challenge. I reEmily learned that she was one of Darrel
Church.
member Superintendent, Zenos Black was Roger’s daughters. We all help each other
My father came to Cedar Point after
here at home interviewing Emily. He told
at different times. The Ginger Hill School
being discharged from the army in 1919.
her that there were two trouble makers at
was a quarter of a mile north of the J.W.
An effort was being made to settle this
Eastland that had upset the teacher. He
Crowley home at Eastland. They had a
part of Utah, it being a remote area. Extold Emily, “When these two start giving
nice trailer they rented to the teacher. It
servicemen were given homesteading
trouble, you expel them.” Jim Crowley told was in their yard.
rights to settle in this area. My father lived
Emily Different. He brought a handful of
I graduated from the 8th grade --- took
with the Barnes family to learn the area,
switches to her and told her, “You’re here
the 9th grade by correspondence. I was
working for his board. This was only for a
to run the school, not for the children to
needed at home on the farm --- was exfew months as our home place came up
run you. Now, when you are done with
empt from the draft. Until 1938 we farmed
for sale --- a sheriff sale. It belonged to
these switches, I will get you more.” Emily
with horses. I started at seven driving old
Luther Coldiron. One of Daddy’s friends
used only one switch. She had a little trou- retired horses. I ended up with a good
from Salt Lake bought the 320 acres, and
ble with a girl in the seventh grade and
young team, six and four. We used heavy
then sold the same acres to Daddy in
with Darrel Rogers. Darrel needed to be
horses. I was fourteen when we bought
1920. One of the requirements of homedisciplined, so Emily switched him. Darrel
our brown one. I soon learned not to trust
steading was to clear a certain amount of
kicked her in the shins with his hard-toed
him. We bought a match for him from
land and have some buildings. This had
shoes. Emily had hold of one of his hands
Howard Critenden. Prince was a good
not all been done by Coldiron. Times were with her switch in the other. I wish I had
gentle horse four years old. I did have run
tough then and, as I understand, a Tom
been there! I would have warned Darrel. I
away’s and no longer felt sorry for the
Akin from Dolores had a business. Some
know my sister Emily. Darrel kicked her
horses --- watched out for Oscar. My farmof the homesteaders couldn’t pay their
again and Emily set him on fire. It was all
ing with horses ended in 1948. I was then
bills and lost their farms. This happened to over with! Darrel was great from then on. I twenty-one. Our father had a heart attack,
Coldiron.
I was born in January
1928. I will be 84 this coming
January. Our family had eight
children, three boys and five
girls. Our brother William
passed away from pneumonia at two weeks of age.
Lorenzo was born in 1939 in
our new home built in 1938.
Lorenzo is the baby in our
family. I have two older sisters. Our older sister, Margaret married at sixteen while
attending high school at Dove
Creek. She married John
Fury and has done very well
on their ranch in New Mexico.
Margaret was a good cook
and gardener at sixteen. Margaret had an accident when
she was eleven with a dynamite cap. We were milking
cows, as were many farmers,
to sell cream and milk. Milking was a family project and
at times we milked seven
cows. Margaret had hurt her
Cedar Point School • TAKEN IN 1934
left hand and left eye. She
Back Row: Lucile Turner, Alma Poff, Wanita Winters, Evalene Medley,
became the cook for our supKathryn Winters, Lorenzo Poff, M.C. Turner, Silas Medley and Noel Carter
per at that time. I have never
eaten better creamed
Front Row: Emily Semadeni, Mary Poff, Lela Poff, Margaret Semadeni,
chicken, fresh vegetables or
Miss Rowena Allen (teacher), Harold “Buck” Ernst, Leo Poff, Oscar Semadeni,
biscuits than what our sister
& Neal Carter

was disabled for six weeks. He then had
another attack and passed away. Daddy
did smoke cigarettes. He was four days
short of his 54th birthday.
Daddy had sold our team and turned
the tractor over to me. Horses spoil if you
don’t keep them used. We had bought an
Allis tractor with the two-row equipment. I
loved machinery. After Daddy passed
away I never hired another overhaul job, if
I had the time, I did it. The mechanics
were so good about giving you advice. I
remember several for this at the Dove
Creek Implement. The old manuals were
also easy to understand. When Daddy
passed away we were farming 260 acres.
Today we have 600 acres on our home
place.
In 1964, our branch president passed
away leaving a widow with eight children.
Pres. Barton was in his late forties, had
worked in the uranium mill at Monticello
which caused his illness. He asked Sister
Barton to get Oscar to farm their place.
We accepted --- farmed her place for
forty-five years. We gave up the Barton
Place in 2008. I had turned eighty. We did
well farming Barton’s and so did they.
To farm Barton’s we borrowed
$15,000 --- bought a 40-20 John Deere
with the equipment. For four years we
farmed 1400 acres and were very busy.
Got much appreciated help from friends at
Dove Creek. Fernie Lopez was one of
them. He worked for Empire Electric --got to our field at six P.M. ran our tractor
until twelve A.M. I was back on early in the
morning. I had two others that helped --can’t remember their names. All did the
same schedule. Sure appreciated their
good help.
After our four year contract expired,
we dropped the east part of Barton’s and
farmed her ground just across Coal Bed.
This was handy and we didn’t need help. I
have walked the road from Barton’s to
here, rain or a breakdown, six miles. Now
we were farming 1150 acres. We only
hired hands for hoeing beans.
When we got Barton’s, we built the
first eight-row outfit in Cedar Point. Still
runs for me to this day. We later built a
bean wind rower. One year we had 700
acres of beans. There were no wind rowers on the market at that time. The big advantage, we got away from the dirt and
rocks of the wheel rake that helped the
combine. Also gave an advantage from
wind damage. Sixteen rows in one
windrow.
An interesting experience I had in

Continued on Page 4
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Oscar Semadeni - continued
building our machine was that I could get
ideas from others. When one stopped in to
see what I was doing, I told them. I was
given many ideas for success. We had a
family here in Cedar Point that worked on
a bean machine. This guy was a good
builder --- neater than I was --- better
welder by far. He asked me where I had
gotten different parts for our machine. I
told him but he let me see nothing of what
he was doing. He even patented his machine. The first I saw of it was when he
and his wife were trying it out in a backfield. I was driving by so stopped for a
visit. Upon seeing it, I told him, “That will
not work. I have tried it.”
He said, “It worked last year.”
I said, “Yes, but your beans were
frozen.” It will not work on green beans.
For many years we have green spots.
This proved to be true. The machine was
secretly dismantled, I really believe. “Life
is to share, life is to partake. Keeping a
good attitude and wearing a smile.” It is
what we share and receive that makes us
great. We experienced the same with our
solar heat. Heats the home in winter, and
cools in summer.

A School on Skids

My grade school was in a one-room
schoolhouse with one teacher. The
teacher had eight grades to take care of
and as high as 32 students. We had several good teachers, but I am sure that
none bested Minnie Tucker. I have been
switched many times by Mrs. Tucker, and I
had it coming. I learned “reading, writing,
and arithmetic” from her. Mrs. Tucker
passed away at the age of ninety-six. I
know that she had several who wrote to
her for Christmas. I did. She retired with
her sisters in Illinois. I did have five different teachers. I began school in our old
school house. It was built on skids. It was
moved to different locations. It was first ½
mile north of our home now. Population
was west of us. People moved to the east
part of Cedar Point --- arguing went on
and the schoolhouse was hooked onto
several teams of horses. It was dragged to
the east of the Colorado line. The sheriff
and the school board decided to center it,
and it was moved back ½ mile east of our
home about where the large steel water
tank is today. Daddy was deputized as
deputy sheriff to keep order here. This
was July of 1922. I think it was summer of
1934 that the old school burnt down and
the new one was built and still stands
today. The schoolhouses were used for
meetings and socials
I know that you will be wondering!!!
Well the toilet needs of the girls were the
timber to the north of the school building.
The boys were to cross the road to the
south. It was the law! No toilet tissue was
furnished.

The Hanging Tree

The “hanging tree” was half way between
the Neil Jones home today and our place.
The tree was a large pinion with a large
limb going out to the north about ten feet
in the air. It went over the wagon road that
ran under it. It was said, “You can steal my
wife. I can marry another. But you steal
my horse, you’ll hang.
The road was graded in the early
fifties. At that time, the tree being in the
roadway, the tree was destroyed. The
stagecoach once ran through Cedar Point.
It came through Monument Canyon at the
Burnt Cabin Springs. The cabin was burnt
by Indians in 1881. The grave of Thurman
is still here and has a fence around it.
Thurman was out hunting horses a foot
when the cabin was burnt. The Stagecoach Road crossed Coal bed Canyon.
My son Ben and I found and followed it. It
is straight east of the Mountain View
Cemetery. It went by the Lockerby Store
and Post Office. I understand it was built
about 1919. A man by the name of Moss
or Ross was killed by a dynamite accident
while working on the road. His relative
Moss or Ross donated the cemetery
space. This relative was the second grave
in the Mountain View Cemetery. He also
died of a dynamite accident. He was digging a water well.
Our father used the road through Coal
Bed Canyon to haul hay from Monticello.
The saddle trail, a short cut to Cortez from
Monticello, ran through Coal Bed beginning at the Doyel Springs, and coming

through to Stirrup Springs on our side. It
crossed Monument Canyon starting at Lucius Cave. It surfaced Monument Canyon
at the old Harris place. There was a good
supply of water there. Pearl Phelps and
her brother Clyde knew the trail well. They
rode across to the Cedar Point School one
year. I have ridden the trail several times
to the old Bug Point School House. Our
neighbor, Bill Funk, worked for Uncle Jack
when he lived on the old Wilson Place. Bill
walked over in the morning then walked
back at night. He worked an eight-hour
day. Times were hard.

The Pistol

In the early 40s, I found a 44 caliber
pistol in our field. It was ½ mile west of our
home. Three 44 caliber pistols have been
found on Cedar Point. John Carhart found
one a mile south of our place. Elmer
Gilbreth found one south of John Carhart
on his place. They were all the same except the one I found had been remodeled.
It had the push rod removed, the hammer
filed so it could not be cocked. I took it to
McCabe in Dolores who at the time had a
gun store. He told me that this pistol had
been repaired for a fast shot. It was
fanned point blank into someone. Ones
carrying guns like this always carried two
guns. The other gun was left normal. The
pistol had one empty chamber --- one fired
shell in the barrel, four loaded shells. The
bullets are hand molded the powder black
powder. I removed the powder still good.
The caps aren’t good. We placed the pistol in the museum in Monticello. Also a silver mounted spur. Daddy cleaned the gun
--- found the serial number. Wrote to the
Colt Company and they said the gun was
sent to this area in 1870.
A drift fence ran between Coal Bed
and Monument. It was a range divider. It
crossed between our old school and the
Hanging Tree. Where it crossed brush
flats, barbed wire was used. It had an old
open gate that we went through. Part of
the fence is by the Lucius Cave. I think it
was a part of it. The Lucius Cave is said to
be the largest natural cave in San Juan
County. It has live water in it, and it is said
that 100 head of cows have been wintered
in it on a bad winter. The cave has an Indian ruin in it. The opening faces south --solar heat. I have slept in the old “Outlaw’s
Cabin in Coal Bed. This is before mining
roads were built into the area. The cabin
was small with a fireplace. The ceiling was
low --- the fireplace crude. If you closed
the cabin door, the fireplace smoked. You
left the door open until the fire was out.
The cabin got destroyed after roads were
built nearby. It was by a spring that is said
to never be dry. It is well hidden in cottonwood trees.
John Redd has told me about early
Cedar Point history. John was a good
man. He was known here in Cedar Point
as the “cowboy with a knockout punch”.
Carlson was boarding a young schoolteacher that John was dating. She and
John got in late one evening and Carlson
accused John of being immoral. He was
going to whip John. Carlson was a large
man, not well liked, a bully. He had short
pants on and tennis shoes --- was dancing
around like a boxer. John hit him under
the chin --- knocked him out cold. This
was a big laugh here in Cedar Point. Carlson soon moved from here to east of Monticello. Carlson was a carpenter and built
our new schoolhouse here. He did a good
job. It is serving us now and was built in
1934. It was much better than the old one.
It had good lighting and a large blackboard, well organized seating for the children, and yes, two toilets. We now have a
good well for water, so are modernized.

The Honeymoon

Our parents had emigrated from
southern Switzerland. Daddy came in
1917 at the age of 23. He got a job on a
ranch. Daddy had studied to be a veterinarian in school, loved animals and ranching. He was drafted into the army in
1918.This made him a U.S. citizen. Daddy
returned to Switzerland in 1923. He married mother March, 1924. Mother’s opinion
of America was that it was a land of “Indians and outlaws”. Daddy persuaded her
that it was a land of freedom and good
neighbors. Mother soon found out this was
true. Other than the Cedar Point beasts
that scared her to death, which daddy ref-
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tricialade@hotmail.com

ereed to them as the Cedar Point Orchestra, also known as coyotes? She loved
this country and the “good neighbors”.
They spent three weeks on the ship crossing the ocean --- their honeymoon. Uncle
Jack and Uncle Alfonso came in 1922.
Grandmother and Grandfather came in
1926. They did not learn English. Grandfather passed away after a short illness in
1928. Grandmother passed away in 1940.
She made several trips back to Spain and
Switzerland, but always returned. All of
them noticed something special here.
Grandmother loved dancing and attended
many dances here with Uncle Jack. Uncle
Jack’s wedding day changed their dancing. We spoke the Romanch in our home
and I still speak it well. Romanch is a dialect of Southern Switzerland and Northern Italy. I could correspond with the Pope
of Rome today.
Culinary water was a great problem
on our place. Mother and Daddy hauled
water for fifteen years. This was with an
iron wheeled wagon with four 55 gallon
barrels on it. It was a shock to mother!
Daddy had not told her this. In Switzerland
the water is soft and plentiful. Mother told
of a river in Switzerland close to her
home. I saw it when I spent a two week
visit in Switzerland. Many neighbors had
plentiful water here and all were happy to
share. The farthest I knew of hauling
water was three miles round trip. When
the weather became dryer, we needed to
travel farther. This was to Stirrup Springs.
Today we have an abundance of good
soft water. Electricity made this possible.
Our best well is 1/4th mile away. We have
a well 3/4th mile away --- a hand dug well.
It has good soft water. We have a cistern
built in the bottom of it. It holds five to six
thousand gallons. Jim Butt helped us with
this well. It has a pump jack so can get
water if no electricity --- Welcome! Pumps
30 gallons per minute. Running water in
those days was, “Grab a bucket and run
get it.” My older sister and I did this a lot
for drinking water. It was 1/4th mile to the
Carlson Well. Good water.
We started getting mail delivery about
1932. The roads were not graded up before then. George Herron was the first to
haul our mail. It came twice a week. Before this time, Daddy crossed Coal Bed
and picked up his mail at the Lockerby
Post Office. It was later moved to North
Dale. When the mail route began, it came
from Dove Creek. Bill Lawrence ran the
post office and store there.
I always remember having a car. Our
first was a Model T Ford. Next a Model A
Ford. In 1938, we bought a Chevy --- our
first new car. We used it once a week to
haul cream to town and for shopping. We
had a little Indian pony that had been
given to our sister, Margaret by Tom Jennings. He was too small for a man but
great for children, Dukie was tough and
healthy. He lived into his thirties. He was
smooth mouthed when we got him. I ran
many errands on him. When he expired,
Daddy got us another pony. He wasn’t
tough and healthy, but fast and ornery. He
would run away with you and pitch you off.
I was the only one of the children who
could handle him, so I had him to myself.
We got him from Fritz Winters.

Our works is guaranteed
not to fade or peel
Call 970-565-1234

The Pinto Bean

I must mention the Pinto Bean. The
pinto bean was brought to Cedar Point by
the Hayhurst family. The Hayhurst’s were
a great help here, an “upbeat family”.
They came here from Texas in 1927. They
donated our Cedar Point cemetery. Mrs.
Hayhurst was first grave there. Our grandfather was the second one. Steve Garchar
built the “archway” in school in FFA. Looks
great.
Our first pinto beans were threshed
with a pitchfork. They were laid on a canvas --- beat with a pitchfork and picked up
in a bucket. The bucket was held high
hoping for enough breeze to blow out the
chaff. Next they were poured out on a
table --- the clods picked out --- you now
had beans to sell. Ten hundred pounds
were a big crop for the year. The first
threshing machine I remember was run by
Lee Shutt. It was powered by steam. You
had to furnish the wood and water. Mellott’s had the next thresher I remember. It
was for small grain, also. The Mellott’s always inspired me. Something broke down,
you fixed it. No swearing or blaming
someone. Made work fun! I’m sure this
was the old-time way. Now the politicians
blame us for the country’s problems. The
A.B.C. of an abundant life is said to be A.
Attitude, B. Believe, and C. Courage.
Many follow this and succeed. Rich or
poor. The first bean threshing machine I
remember here was run by Tex Cross. He
had Lloyd Misner in charge of this machine. We had our beans in a stack. Four
boys were needed on the stack. I was one
of them. This was as I remember in 1939.
The neighbor’s boys and I were instructed
to work in rhythm --- 1 – 2 – 3 – 4. No rest
period was given so when we were tired,
the older boy said, “All at once now.” We
all pitched at once. This plugged the machine and we got about a fifteen minute
rest while Lloyd cussed us and unplugged
the machine. It seems that the “working
man” gets the rough. Ha!
We next had people with small combines thresh for us. The first I remember
was John Martin. We had threshed the
stack and Daddy was looking at the straw
pile --- saw some pods that still held
beans. He showed them to John. John
said, “Albert, we will run them through
again for free.” We did and got less than a
sack of beans. Years later, my cousin
Marc was holding off threshing. I told him,
“You better get them Marc. The weather
could change and you could lose your
crop.” He did wait and he did lose his
crop. Something tells me I am in enough
trouble so will stop writing history.
I’ll conclude by saying how I’ve enjoyed working with young people. They reward you over and over. It has been my
good fortune to work with young people
ever since I joined the L.D.S. church at the
age of twenty-three. I have 33 grandchildren --- hope for a lot of good times. Remember many who helped us with our
teenagers. Teenagers know more, and
better, than Mom or Dad?? Mom’s and
dad’s need the help of other!
I want to give a special thank you to
Carolyn Fosdick for typing my hand written story. She did a great job of deciphering my penmanship. Thank you so much.
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First Place Middle School Writing Contest

Fire Trucks ~ Dick & Adelene Weber

The Fire Truck

My favorite Pick ‘n Hoe memory
I remember this so well
It is such a great story
Of how people dwell.
It was early
My dad was ready to go
I was just a little girly
Who loved to be in the show.

Savannah Ayers

My dad said with a chuckle
Do you want to ride in the parade?
I looked at my belt buckle
And said, “Of course I do, I
would ride any day.”

Then we arrived in Dove Creek
It was 8:30 and I was ready
My dad said, “Do not peek.”
Then I looked and there it was
It was the Egnar fire truck.

But then my dad said, “Do not
eat.”
‘That is to throw.”
I said, “ah.”
Then I threw the candy in the
show

It was large and green
I was laughing with excitement
I could not believe what I had
seen.

I hopped in the large green beast
Then my mom handed me some
candy
And I had a great feast.

Then I continued my Pick ‘n Hoe
Day
I love that 4th of July
If you ask me to tell you about it I
will always know what to say

“Jack and Lucile Semadeni poured
their lifeblood into their family and
community, and played no small
part in “Securing the blessings of
liberty for themselves and their
posterity.” I only hope it might also
be said in some measure of my
own generation. We have lots of
wonderful examples there in my
birthplace (Dove Creek) of moral
and God-fearing people. The challenge is to strive to be like them.”
Paul Semadeni

~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ Dick & Adelene Weber ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~

Richard (Dick) & Adelene Weber came to Dove Creek in the spring of 1946 from
Compton, California. Dick was manager at Macco Lumber Yard. He was tired of the
bureaucracy that the job title held. He and his parents had bought some land earlier on
Bug Point, in the 1930’s and the land west of Dove Creek outside the city limits in the
early 1940’s. He yearned for open space.
When they first arrived in Dove Creek with their 3 children, the twins Bob & Don and
Shari they lived in a 2 room house with a small porch. They lived there for 2 years while
their house was being built. They would live in this large well insulated home for the
next 54 years. The lumber for the house came from Macco Lumber Yard and was
shipped by train to Cresent Junction, then loaded onto a truck. Robert Hines helped
Dad build the house.
Dad wanted economic growth in Dove Creek which began with the Donation of
Weber Park in the late 1940’s, developing a Weber Subdivision with houses on Bob
Street in the early 1950’s. He found that building a subdivision was tough with all the
government regulations and financing challenges. As a result Don and Shari streets
were not built even though they were on the recorded map.
Dad bought more lumber from Macco Lumber Company in Clearwater, CA to operate the Weber Lumber Company in Dove Creek in the late 1940’s but found the lumber
business was not as good as his dream transferred from Macco. Dad then decided to
subdivide property West of Dove Creek from the Superette to a mile West which included Midland Bean. On the North side of the highway the subdividing included the
Motel, Weber Park, Bob Street, Restaurant & Trailer Park, Amerigas and Frasers Elevator on the hill. Dad was a member of many organizations as a Dove Creek promoter including Chamber of Commerce, School Board, Lions Club and a Basketball Referee in
the Men’s Town League.
He was part of the group that started the Pick ‘n Hoe in 1955 his job was the children games. For 35 years he help seasoned the meat before putting it in the pit to
cook.
He was a diehard Republican and loved to talk politics. Since there were not too
many republicans at that time, most of dad’s friends were Democrats so there was always a lot to argue about which he enjoyed. He was Republican Chairman of Dolores
County most of his adult life. Highlight of his life was serving as Dolores County Commissioner 1968-1972.
Mother always had a large garden and a few fruit trees. She would take her produce and eggs to Frosty’s Grocery to exchange for the staples she needed. She always
canned all of the fruits and vegetables that we didn’t eat fresh in the early years. Later
she froze all of their extra produce which was so much easier. We always had a lot of
good wholesome food to eat. Mom was the best cook, she made a lot of different types
of dishes including ethnic. We always had desert after dinner if we cleaned our plate.
One of the favorite was Lemon Meringue Pie and mom’s favorite was Angel Food Cake.
Dad always liked a hot meal even at lunch time. When Dad and the boys were on Bug
Point driving the tractors working the ground, Mom and Shari would cook a hot meal
and drive 8-10 miles, put a tablecloth on the ground, and serve it just like at home on
the table. She was an avid seamstress, making all of her own clothes as well as her
children when they were younger. She was one of the best dressed ladies in town.
“She was a real lady”. In her later years she turned her sewing to quilt tops, making all
of her children, grandchildren, and siblings useful color coordinated quilts made out of
scrapes. She also loved to make baby quilts with appliqué. You were lucky if you happen to be one of her young friends having a baby. Four baby quilts were left for her
great grandchildren. Mom was a very generous person, and always loved to make
bake goods for her friends, and shut-ins. She never forgot birthdays and anniversaries,
each holiday was very special. Christmas was her favorite with decorating the house
and giving gifts. She always enjoyed going to see the Christmas lights. She loved
pretty knick knacks and “shopped until she dropped”. Mom always went to church, and
loved to play the organ and piano. She was gifted and loved writing letters to her long
distance family & friends. She always expressed herself well, visualizing everything
she wrote. She kept a diary for several years and left audio tapes of her personal life.
She belonged to the Ladies Aid, Tiger’s Club, and enjoyed going to the Senior Citizens
activities. She worked for LA Stowe Insurance, Dove Creek State Bank, and ASCS Office. Daughter-in-law Sylvia has continued moms seamstress, quilter, crafts person and
wearer of beautiful clothes.
Dad tried to hunt for deer, but didn’t really like it, he felt he could do better by raising his own meat. He usually butchered a hamburger cow, as it was more economical.
A lot of times the folks would have around 100 chickens. It was a family event when it
was time to butcher the fryers. Bob would catch them with a special wire snag, Dad
and Don would cut their heads off in a metal funnel and skin them. Mom and Shari
would wash the fryers, gut and wrap them up whole for the freezer. One year to help
with much needed income, they raised turkeys. The turkeys were dressed out and sold
to locals for Thanksgiving and Christmas. Dad started farming pinto beans and wheat
right away. He saved all of the bean hulls, wheat straw for the cows to eat, bought cotton seed meal, vitamin A pellets and salt to mix for a supplement. He later added wheat
and grass screenings from local elevators. There were several years of bad crops, so in
order to supplement the income, Dad decided to start buying thin cows at the Cortez
Sale Barn in the winter, buying the cheap ones, fatten them up and sell in the spring. A
lot of times they would calve out, and he got a bonus. Dad and his friend John Martin
became rivals when it came time to bid on these cows. Dad did this for several years
and loved it. It gave him a winter job, and he didn’t put a lot of money into the feed.
They would always start calving around the end of January. The folks would name the
calves, if it happened to be on Abe Lincoln or George Washington birthday, they would
call it Abe or Abby, George or Georgette. Seldom was a veterinarian called, penicillin
was used for everything. “His biggest love for making a living was his livestock”. A few
years there were no crops, due to drought conditions, Dad went to work at the Uranium
Mill in Monticello during the winter. Dad was an excellent manager, but no mechanic he
used baling wire on everything. He never owned a threshing machine crops were custom hired, and if he needed a mechanic, he always hired a local person. In his later
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years he farmed only wheat, rented out the bean ground. He cut his cow herd back, but
had a couple of cows he sold 2 weeks before he died at the age of 86 driving to the
bank one last time to deposit his check.
One day Dad said that he always wanted to be a “Junk Man” so he decided to buy
old farm trucks, clean them up paint them with psychedelic colors and sell them. After
he painted them, he would park them on his driveway on the highway and put a “For
Sale” sign. There is an old farm truck in the Cortez area that is dark blue with orange
trim looks like one that Dad painted.
Dad and Mom never gave an allowance, we were given a few acres of land according to age. What it produced, is what we were paid. It would cover the cost of our
clothes, activities, for the next year, if we managed our money. We learned at a very
early age to work, whether it was picking green beans in the garden, working in the
fields, hoeing and shocking beans, or taking care of animals. Our grandpa Weber
(Chris) was always behind us when we were hoeing to make sure no weeds were left.
The folks never let us slide by, work always came first. We always got to have fun, in
the winter months there was sledding, board games, basketball games and movies. The
folks always supported us in our school and community activities. We learned respect
at a very early age.
We will never forget 1949, we had gobs of snow. Dad had to walk Bob and Don to
school because of the depth. Shari was too young yet for school. That year was a
bumper crop particularly the wheat. The wheat came up to Dad’s shoulders. Because
of this bumper crop, Dad and Mom purchased their first new car, a Hudson in 1949 and
we got brand new cowboy boots. This was probably the year that dad pushed snow with
the blade in front of the M Tractor. He mostly pushed snow in our yard, but he eventually went all over Dove Creek to help.
Mom and Dad along with Shari went to California during the 1950 winter months,
partnered up with Dad’s 2 brothers doing plastering and construction to also help with finances. Bob and Don stayed home while Grandma Weber (Anna) took care of them
while they went to school.
Since Mom’s parents and family lived in California, we usually traveled once a year
when we were young to see them. We got to see the big city and eat a lot of citrus fruit,
avocadoes and go swimming since they lived 1 block from the ocean.
Later years Dad & Mom worked every morning and evening in their garden and
flowers. Their favorite flowers were zinnias, and marigolds, their yard showed their
beauty. The tops were cut off after they finished blooming in the fall, dried, and be
ready to plant the next year. Dad loved to plant potatoes with his tractor. They had a
small spot west of the house which was sub-irrigated, if there had been a lot of moisture
during the winter. One year they got over 30 sacks of potatoes. They told their friends
and neighbors to come and pick up potatoes. They gave the senior citizen’s kitchen
over 11 sacks. Dad loved to pick extra produce from the garden especially zucchini,
and take it to the local businesses who were his special friends. His favorite past time
was having coffee at the local cafes at 10 am each morning.
Dad & Mom were Grand Marshall Pick ‘n Hoe in 1985 they were honored.
Beginning about 1999 several community leaders in Dove Creek began discussing
a Dove Creek development center as a means of providing property for developers with
new ideas. As a means to continue Dads dream of economic development in Dove
Creek, Bob, Don and Sylvia donated property to the Dolores County Development Corporation in 2002.
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By Carol Fosdick
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populations in small towns decrease. Young
people move out to more metropolitan
areas, while the older die out, leaving voids
among those still living there. In Dove
Creek everybody knows everybody. We
drive around town, waving to those we
meet, because we know them or think we
might. We share in the joy of births, graduations and marriages of our friends, and we
mourn those who have passed who leave
unfilled voids and keep fond memories of
these beloved departed close to our hearts.
We often meet fellow Dove Creekers in
neighboring towns and we have to stop and
chat awhile. There is a comradely that we
all share. Together we thrive.
Many small towns themselves are
dying. Family farms are becoming extinct,
replaced by huge agribusiness conglomerates. Dove Creek has lost its share of
young people, but we still have many natives who grew up here that stay or who left
and came back, because this is a special
place to live. Combine this with newcomers,
many retired, who moved away from the
fast-paced living of cities and chose the
more leisurely life style here in Dove Creek.
Most feel within a short time the special atmosphere of Dove Creek. Dove Creekers
are a friendly, outgoing people. So we welcome newcomers to our town. We join together. And together we thrive.
Studies show that if a small child
goes to even one Fourth of July Parade,
they grow up to be more patriotic than if
they never go to one. By continuing the traditions of Pick ‘n Hoe for over fifty years,
generations of Dove Creekers have had big
doses of patriotism through the years.
Going further, by helping with the 4th celebrations, our young people learn what patriotism is all about. They learn to help, to
share, to work. They learn that without the
whole town’s effort, there would be no more
Pick ‘n Hoe celebrations. They learn pride
in what they have accomplished. They learn
freedom is not free, that without the efforts
of many who care, nothing would happen.
When they watch or even participate in Pick
‘n Hoe, they know that their participation
helped make another successful year possible. This is what patriotism is all about.
This is democracy in action. Going to Pick
‘n Hoe parades year after year and doing
their share to help, our young people get a
good dose of patriotism and respect for
American values. Together we have thrived.
Independence Day wouldn’t be the
Fourth without fireworks. Our Pick ‘n Hoe
always ends with fireworks at about darkthirty on the Fourth. Fireworks are expensive, and in many places in America, can be
seen only in larger cities where thousands
might be watching, such as at ball stadiums. At Pick ‘n Hoe we sit on blankets on
the football field, listen to music, perhaps
dance, and as the darkness lengthens,
watch our own firework display together. It
is at the grand finale of Pick ‘n Hoe, where
sharing with our friends and neighbors becomes really special.
So many helped in some way. What
a grand way to end the celebration, sometimes several days long. By this time, we
are all tired, full of barbecue, watermelon,
lemonade, or beer. We feel grimy from the
dust, our young, who had been racing
around like maniacs all day, fall asleep on
the blankets, exhausted. We have visited
with old friends we haven’t seen in years
here just for the celebration and we visit
with new friends we have just met, because
there are no strangers at Pick ‘n Hoe. We
are filled with wonder as lights cascade
from the heavens above. That glorious sky
holds us all captive in the splendor of the
end to the Fourth. We could not feel closer
to our friends and neighbors. We will keep
fond memories of this Pick ‘n Hoe close for
months to come. We realize more than ever
that together we thrive, that Dove Creek is
somewhere special.
Once the Fourth is over, there is still
work to be done. People pitch in helping
clean the grounds, the cook shack, the parade route, and parking lots. Together we
get the job done. The person who has
worked the hardest and made everything
come together at the right time, is Carol
Marie. This town owes her a special thank
you for all her hard work and deeply committed effort to keep Dove Creek somewhere special and showing us once again
that together we thrive.

The Art and ??? Teacher

When I was in high school, I told
everybody that the last thing I would ever
be is a teacher. I really meant it, too. Famous last words! As a second semester
junior at Colorado State University, I decided to major in my first love, art, and in
order to be able to make my living, I decided to become an art teacher. I also
rather stupidly decided if I was going to
have to be a teacher, I would not get a
minor so I wouldn’t be teaching anything
but art. Silly me!
I taught art one year at Rocky Ford
and married Ray at Christmastime. Then,
Ray and I applied for teaching jobs in
Dove Creek in the spring of 1963 and
found out that if I were hired, I would have
to teach something other than art, possibly
English or social studies. Another drawback at that time to being hired was that
Dolores County did not have an art program. I had already learned in my first
year of teaching that a sense of humor is
essential to teaching. A good laugh can
diffuse a lot of sticky situations. Also, I believe that through the years, my students
taught me as much as I taught them.
We signed contracts because Marie
Tobin Grubbs started an art program to
give me a job. Marie was someone special
to me right from the start and we developed a lasting friendship. In fact, she also
became my mentor when I was writing my
novels. I’ll always have a special place in
my heart for Marie.
The first year at DCHS, along with
starting my art program, I also taught two
classes of World History, so right from the
start, I became the “and ??? teacher”.
Anyway, the last time I had studied world
history was as a sophomore in high
school. The main thing I remember about
this class was that the music teacher
came to our room part way through the
year and announced that his wife, my history teacher, was in a “family way” and
would not be back. (I have no idea who
took over her teaching. It is safe to say the
class was not one that overly stimulated
me.) Back then, in the 1950s, people
didn’t say the word, “pregnant” in polite
company. How the world has changed.
At any rate, that first year, I barely tread
water so to speak. I tried to stay one step
ahead of my students in reading the chapter, making my notes to teach the lesson,
and working up a test, all at the same
time. We got through the year somehow.
Next summer, Ray and I went back up to
CSU for summer school, I to strengthen
my social studies background and Ray to
take something related to Vo-Ag. The
week of July 4th, we got stuck on some
slide rock partway down a hill and couldn’t
drive out. We had to hike out and finally
met a fellow on a tractor. He got us to
town and we made arrangements for him
to go back the next day and pull us up the
hill. Ray had to leave his 22-250 with the
guy until he got us pulled out. I missed a
total of one day’s class and in that time, I
missed almost all of Roman history and
part of the Dark Ages. It was a very intense class. I remember I made all the
charts and graphs by hand for Ray’s
classes, because graph making was not
among his favorite pastimes. It was close
enough to art that I enjoyed making them.
Of course there were no computers then
to make charts with. Then, we headed
back to Dove Creek for another year.
I was still assigned the two classes of
world history and felt a little more prepared to the task. My memory being what
it is, I didn’t re-read the text this year, but
added to my own knowledge of history
from my summer class and by reading
outside materials. That year, I noticed that
many students were not reading the assignments or doing the homework. I tried
everything I could think of to get them to
read; pop quizzes, oral discussions, short
written reports, and the like. By the third
year, I didn’t remember the text that well,
so I was re-reading it. It was at that time I
made a startling discovery. This history
text was so dull and dry, I could hardly
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force myself to read it. No wonder the kids
wouldn’t read it. Another important thing I
had discovered by then is that not only did
each student has a different personality,
ways of thinking, and reacting, but also
each class has its own personality, too. All
of these interacted in my mind and
changed how I was teaching. The last important discovery of mine back then was
that I loved teaching. Even at this early
stage of my teaching career, I could not
imagine doing anything else but teach.
I don’t remember what I taught next as
the art and ??? teacher, but it wasn’t world
history. My teaching assignments varied
through the years. I taught many English
classes in all grades 6 through 12. I even
was once assigned to co-teach a group of
first graders reading with Ada Dicken to
help them catch up with the class. She
was a wonderful teacher even though she
did not have a teaching degree. I learned
a lot from Ada.
It was not all that unusual to start the
year with a schedule only to have to throw
it out and start all over with a new schedule. Once, a new teacher who had been
hired called from Durango and said, “I’ve
seen your town and I’m not staying there.”
Sometimes the schedule would be so
messed up it wouldn’t work, and we’d junk
it and start all over. The art and ???
teacher thus never knew until after school
was in session what she would be teaching. This didn’t lead to my ever developing
a program to follow for years, like many
teachers do, but once I got into a new
class, things were fine.
One year we ended up with two
classes for a combined junior-senior English. One of the classes was listed on the
schedule as “Fun in English”. That was
not the section I was teaching. Mine was
something like English Literature. Surprisingly, I didn’t have very many kids in my
class. They all opted for “Fun in English.”
I’m sure they were very disappointed to
find out that the full name for the class
was “Fundamentals in English”.
It was along during this time period
that I dreamed up my special class, Humanities. I incorporated the ideas I had
gleaned from my own teaching, but also
going back to my youth to teachers who
influenced me. One in particular had been
a science professor I had had in college.
He used the discovery method of teaching
and had us do all sorts of experiments to
discover answers for ourselves rather than
the lecture, review, test method, which is
the poorest method of teaching.
In humanities, I had no text and I gave
no tests. Unheard of, but you know it was

an exciting experience, challenging for
me, and I hope for my students, too. Instead of textbooks, I had mimeographed
materials and readings I provided. For
tests, each student wrote one paper a
week of a thought question I assigned.
The whole emphasis of the class was that
in many areas in life, there is no right or
wrong answer. This class did not stress
memorization, but rather thinking experiences and oral and written skills. I told my
students that we could discuss any subject, even controversial, if we refrained
from silliness, and the use of slang and
perhaps questionable language. We had
some very spirited class discussions in
this class. Once we were discussing abortion, and I was using the term, fetus, for
the unborn child. A student asked what
fetus meant. Before I could answer, one of
my guys piped up. He pointed to his feet
and said, “Them’s fetus, there on the
floor.” My writing assignment to wind up
this lesson was to write a paper pretending your mother was on the table waiting
get you aborted. You, the fetus, were to
write a letter to your mother telling her why
you should not be aborted. I got some
very thoughtful papers on that one.
The last year I taught Humanities, I
had to do my usual and sell the program
to new administrators. They finally agreed
to the class, but told me to avoid controversial subjects. One said, “You’d be surprised at the number of parents here who
get upset if a teacher gets into controversial subjects in the classroom.” I told them
rather dryly that even the study of Greek
columns can be controversial.
With each change of superintendents
and principals, and there were many
through the years, my teaching assignment changed. I never knew from year to
year what I might be teaching the next
year. I found the challenge exciting and invigorating and enjoyed the combination of
teaching art, my first love, and then the
change of teaching more academic
classes that stretched my own mind.
Sometimes I changed classes midyear.
One English teacher saw one of his students sitting back with the front feet of his
chair off the flour and he kicked the chair
out from under the student, who fell on
with a clatter on the floor. The kid hopped
up and said a few choice words to the
teacher and got himself kicked out of
school. I always felt sorry for this kid. I
took over the class because I was told
“the teacher couldn’t control the class.” All
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by Janet May Buffington
On April 1st, 1948, my family
moved from St. Louis, Missouri, to
Colorado. The family consisted of my
mother Agnes, stepfather Wendlin
Bucher, brother Leamon May, sisters
Mary and Judy May, and stepbrother
Wilburn Bucher. Stepbrother Louis
Bucher joined us later. We had family
already here, grandfather Mose
Sanders and his family; Rose, Toney,
Geraldine, Harriet, and George. Two

uncles, Walter and David and their
families were also here. We stayed
with Walter and Ruth Saunders until
school was out in June. Then, we
moved to Egnar.
Wilburn, Leamon, Mary, Judy and I
finished classes that year at the Peel
School. Mrs. Mitchell was our teacher.
It was a one-room schoolhouse with
about twenty-one students. The house
we moved into at Egnar was made up
of three old and very small buildings
that were fastened together. The
house remained that way until all of us
kids left home. We had no electricity
or running water. There were coal oil
lamps for lighting and later, gas
lanterns. We hauled water from King
Spring in a barrel mounted on a little
Ford tractor. Mary, Judy and I learned
to drive by hauling lots of water.
We had an outside gas washing
machine to do our laundry, we heated
our water in an iron kettle, and we also
did some laundry on a washboard in
the winter. When the snow got deep,
the boys shoveled a path under the
clothesline to hang the laundry.
Grandpa Sanders had a water well at
his place in Ucolo, where we would go
occasionally in the summertime to do
our laundry. Considering there were
eight members in our family, we had
bushel baskets of ironing to do. Fortunately, we were lucky enough to have
a gas iron. We sprinkled the clothes
with water and rolled them up in order
to keep them damp until we could do
the ironing.
In the springtime, Mom would order
baby chickens through the mail. The
chicks were put in a building with food,
water, and a heat lamp. They were
raised until large enough to be
butchered and placed in the freezer.
The neighbors also raised chickens.
All of us would get together to prepare
the chickens for the freezer. Frosty’s
Market had freezer lockers for rent,

The May Family
where the chickens were stored for
the winter. Mom also raised turkeys.
She gathered the turkey eggs at
hatching time and put them on the
oven door to keep them warm. Some
of the baby turkeys were like pets,
they followed Judy around like puppies. We also had pigs and a cow; the
cow, Wilburn and I would take turns
milking.
We lived next to the Egnar School,
which was also a one-room building.
The May and Bucher children attended school with
children from the Buffington, Green, Ferguson,
Church and Trone families.
Lucy Krabbe was our
teacher. I graduated from
the 8th grade the following
year. Dick Hauser taught
at the Burns School a few
miles west of Egnar. Lucy
and Dick were married
during this time. Children
from the Hasty, Ebberts,
and Montgomery families
attended the Burns
School. The Egnar and
Burns Schools joined together for a Christmas program. The Egnar
community held a Box
Supper and dance to raise
money, which was used to
buy gifts for the students.
We had a lot of fun at recess time, playing baseball, marbles, jump rope,
hopscotch, red rover, runsheep-run, and kick-thecan. We also really
enjoyed Friday afternoons
when Lucy would read to
us.
As kids, we loved the
winter. We would build a bonfire and
sleigh ride on the highway. Traffic in
those days was almost non-existent.

One particular year, Leamon and
Tommy Saunders built a bobsled and
pulled it with a tractor, which was a lot
of fun while it lasted. Another winter
event we relished was walking down
the highway to Ed and Maude Knuckles’ for the evening to make candy and
popcorn balls with their family.
Stepdad and Uncle David had land

Annie’s
Embroidery Shop
6176 CR 2 • Cortez
(970) 799-1336
or (970) 799-1337
AnniesEmbroidery@msn.com

in Ucolo, Utah, that needed to be
cleared of sage brush. The boys
would cut and pile the brush, and the
girls would set it on fire using a metal
pipe filled with fuel and a flame on the
end. To get to the land in Utah, we
rode in the back of the Ford truck. We
passed the Bowen family home on the
way. The kids would wave to us. This
is how we became friends
with the Ruth Fleming
family.
In the summer, we
would get a job hoeing
weeds for the bean farmers. We used the money
to buy our school clothes
and to buy material so
Mom could make our
blouses. We went to
Nonie and Orville Green’s
often to listen to music.
The music was made by
Nonie, George and Glenn
Buffington, Dallas Green,
and Leamon. The community also came together to put on a play to
raise money for the fireworks on the Fourth of
July. Sam Hankins was in
charge of setting off the
fireworks on his property,
and he accidentally set
the whole bunch off at
once. What a fun sight!
Also during the summer, a church group from
Texas came to Egnar and
held a revival at the
school. They would sing
and play beautiful music.
We attended the meeting and really
enjoyed the music. One of the highlights of the year was going to the Fiesta in Durango, especially to watch
the acrobats on horses.
Off to high school in Dove Creek in
the early 50’s. Rex Krabbe drove our

bus. Along with the Egnar students,
the bus would pick up the Doyle’s,
Mooney’s, Utley’s, Knuckles’, Wilson’s, Kibel’s, Weber’s, and Jones’. I
was in the pep club and cheerleading.
When we traveled to Durango for tournaments, we had to spend the night.
In the 50’s, Durango was far away.
The saddest thing about leaving

Missouri was leaving our grandparents, George and Arminta May. But I
am thankful… I finished my growing
up years in Colorado… now, going on
64 years.

Back row:Janet May, Betty Thornton, Vernon Crisp, Norman Utley,
Wilburn Bucher, Leamon May, Mrs. Mitchell.

Middle Row: Mary May, Donna Knuckles, Joan Evans, JD Knuckles,
Ronald Reedy, Berl Sutherland.

Front Row: Joyce Reedy, Judy May, Frankie Evans, Norma Wilson, Jerry
Barrett, David Utley, John Knuckles, Tommy Randolph

Yippee Ki YeaPOTrading
Box 721
Dove Creek, CO
Bruce and Sandy Riddell

970-739-1080

Marketing
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Jack & Lucile Semadeni

Jack and Lucile Semadeni • Dove Creek, Colorado • Cedar Point, Utah • 1922 - 1996

Julio Marcello Semadeni, graduated Gymnasium in Poschiavo, Switzerland in 1922 (compare to tech-school in
Agriculture), and promptly decided to emigrate to seek his fortune. Why he came to
America is a bit puzzling, as English was
not among the seven languages he spoke;
five of which he could also read and write.
It probably had something to do with his
oldest brother having already settled on
Cedar Point, and the fact that he traveled
with his next older brother (who eventually
settled in Mexico). He and Alfonso arrived
on the weekend before Independence
Day, processed through Ellis Island and
found themselves on the streets of New
York with no American money, and all the
banks closed for the holiday.
They finally got sorted out and
headed west on the train. Daddy said he
was in despair, for he had been fifteen
days on the ocean, away from the mountains of home, and they spent the first
night on the train not seeing even the
puny eastern mountains. All the next day
was chugging across the plains, only to
cross the Rockies during the next night.
Mere glimpses of mountains dissolved into
the Great Salt Lake Basin before they arrived in Salt Lake City. They finally caught
a ride with a man driving his Model A to
Moab, and promptly found out why he was
willing to take passengers when they
helped push the underpowered hoopy out
of the washes and ruts for the 200 plus
miles.
Julio worked for his brother Albert
for a couple of seasons before striking out
on his own. He herded sheep, worked on
the narrow-gauge, punched cattle (where
he learned much of his colorful American
English), and even tended Charley Grif-

fith’s still down in the canyon one winter.
Apparently he got tired of being teased
that Julio was a ‘girly name’ and adopted
the name Jack at about that time.
By 1935, Jack Semadeni had acquired and cleared land on Buckpoint
(now Bug Point), and when he met the
Harrises (Most specifically the 19-yr-old
Lucile) in front of McKibben’s store, in
1935, he was an established member of
the community. Like most farmers of the
‘old school’, Jack was an master craftsman, repairing tools, machinery and buildings, and was an innovator, creating the
machinery and tools he needed that
weren’t available. He was one of the first
in the area to practice soil conservation,
even getting ridicule from some for terracing, rotating crops and planting windbreaks. I recall spending several weeks
converting an old binder to harvest certified alfalfa seed - not sure why we didn’t
make a million on it! And then there was
the year he grew tobacco - and then
smoked it! There may still be some hanging in the grainery. He planted a vineyard,
made wine and cheese, and cured his
own meat well up into his eighties. We still
have some booklets in which he kept
plans, drawings and info of projects. Trouble is, we can’t read them, cause he wrote
them in shorthand - in another language!
Grandpa and Granny Harris come
close to fitting the “Grapes of Wrath”
stereotype, having left Oklahoma/Texas
because of the dust bowl in that Great Depression year of 1935. They arrived in
Dove Creek in an old farm truck, with
seven children and lots of hopes.
Lucile Elmyra Harris Semadeni
(Momma, to me, my siblings and several
foster children) had been enabled to com-

plete high school through the determination of her parents, and never ceased to
add to her education through her own efforts. She was an integral part of the
Ladies Aid for many years, and helped establish and nurture the Home Demonstration Club when it was brought in by
Colorado State University. She helped develop 4-H clubs in our area, and was Colorado Mother of the Year once.
This melding of a ‘very independent New-Worlder eldest daughter’, and a
‘youngest son of a traditionally European
middle class family’ resulted in many
years of sparks - among whom were my
six siblings and me. We were never
among the financially wealthy of our community, but they were wealthy in the ways
that truly matter. Jack and Lucile were respected and welcome everywhere. I grew
up not really realizing how great a reputation they had among their peers. Once,
when I was just old enough to drive,
Daddy sent me to town for parts. I wound
up going all the way to Cortez, to a shop

Gelbvieh Cattle

where I had never been. I had no money
with me, but when I explained whose kid I
was, I didn’t even have to sign for the
parts. “Jack is good for it!” I believe I could
still do business around there based on
their reputation.
I believe they were typical of the
pioneers who settled this great land, and
of the mettle that will be necessary to preserve it for our posterity. When Jefferson?
said that the tree of liberty must be fed by
the blood of Patriots, I believe that is not
only literally true, but figuratively as well,
for Jack and Lucile Semadeni poured their
lifeblood into their family and community,
and played no small part in “Securing the
blessings of liberty for themselves and
their posterity.” I only hope it might also be
said in some measure of my own generation. We have lots of wonderful examples
there in my birthplace of moral and Godfearing people. The challenge is to strive
to be like them. (Just for fun, how many of
you can claim Dove Creek as your actual
birthplace? But that’s another story.)

Richardson Ranch
Pick ‘n Hoe parade fire truck - 1960

Beans and Things
Adobe Milling Company
09006 East Highway 491
Dove Creek
(970) 677-2620
800-542-3623
www.anasazibeans.com
email: adobe@centurytel.net

Jim & Shari
(970) 677-2496
gelbvieh45@fone.net

3

PO Box 826
06022 County Road P
Dove Creek CO 81324
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In 1950 Dolores County hadn’t discovered sandstone. The roads we traveled
then had no gravel and country folk knew
they needed more than a day’s worth of
groceries. Sometimes we didn’t make our
weekly trip to town although we usually
found a way. The weekly trip was almost a
necessity because there was eggs and
milk to deliver. We sold our eggs to
Cash’s Grocery for years until the grocery
store stopped buying our eggs and
Mother started going directly to people’s
houses to deliver eggs and fresh milk.
Dad had a little Ford tractor and had
rigged up a pickup seat that he could
hook on the back of the tractor. Many
times Mother and I sat on the seat wearing our warmest coat looking backward.
There is still a picture in my mind of that
tractor parked in front of what is now Dove
Creek Video.
Mrs. Cash had a Great Dane that was
as tall as I was and he was pushy. He didn’t really care if he ran over timid grade
schoolers and Mother and I hated him. It
was always a race to see if I could get in
the store before he accosted me. Mother
ran interference. There was a rumor that
he had actually bitten somebody, but he
never tried to bite me. He just liked to
watch me fall.
Dirt roads were fine during the winter.

Dirt Roads by Doug Funk
Sometimes they stayed frozen all day and
most times they froze at night. Sometimes
we had to plan ahead, making the 12-mile
drive to town on the morning’s frost and
not venturing back home until it froze
again. If an unexpected warm streak surprised us, we could be in trouble. You can
only stay lucky so long until you’re in the
ditch and if there was no frost, you were
likely there until somebody on a tractor
came along and pulled you out. One essential piece of equipment on every sort
of vehicle was a chain.
We were always one crop away from
foreclosure, but somehow Dad scraped
together enough money to buy a Willis
Jeep. It was four-wheel-drive and I was
proud, at least until it broke down. I’m not
sure how old I was, but I remember being
bitterly disappointed when Dad said, “I
guess we’re walking.” It was about three
miles home and that’s a long way when
you’re feet weigh 30 pounds and it’s dark.
It was so muddy it was squishy but I covered up those sounds with my complaints
for a hundred yards until Dad had heard
enough. I must have been grumbling
under my breath because before we had
made a mile even Mother was mad. I
don’t think I ever forgave that Jeep.
Our house was about a mile on the
Utah side of the state line so in Septem-

ber of 1956 I attended my first day of
school in the Cedar Point School House.
W.W. Stringer was the teacher and he
greeted me the first day saying, “Why
you’re the first one here.” The next day I
made that same observation, but that day
he said, “No…I beat you.”
By 1959 our student body had
dropped to six students. San Juan County
decided it would be better to buy us a
four-wheel-drive bus and bring us to Dove
Creek.
I hear a lot of complaints about government, but I can testify that government
isn’t all bad. San Juan County could have
ignored us, but they provided us that bus
and kept it fueled and paid the driver.
They may have even paid tuition because
the State of Colorado wasn’t very wealthy
then either. I don’t know about that.
But I do know that old International
bus was durable. It didn’t have the luxury
of waiting until after frost either. If October
turned rainy, it didn’t matter. The bus was
scheduled to go at 7:30 and it went.
Sometimes it was a grind in low gear the
whole 12 miles.
There were two long seats down each
side of the bus and the person on the end
was in danger. There was a metal bar
bent in a half circle situated so that it hit
the poor child in the ribs. The other riders
knew this well and contributed to it, shoving the child on the end against the bar.
I was a finicky eater in those days and
about half the time I brought a lunch. As
often as not I forgot it and ate in the lunch
room. That was fine with me because I
had 12 miles in which to make that lunch
disappear. Sometimes I didn’t eat much at
supper, but I did enjoy my after-school
snack. That, and the muddy road, ganged
up to provide one of my most unpleasant

memories.
It was one of those low-gear days.
There was a set of deep ruts cut in the
road, but they weren’t straight. The bus
was lunging and lurching along as I
opened my lunch box and the driver,
Ralph Pritchard, was apparently watching
me. “Dudley,” he said calmly, “don’t open
that thermos.”
So I ate my sandwich instead and
waited patiently. I figured he would forget
about me. Sometimes keeping the bus on
the road was a full time job so I waited
until he was busy, put the thermos behind
me and opened it.
The milk was just reaching my lips
when suddenly all motion stopped. Ralph
was mad. “If you have to drink that milk,
then drink it,” he said, “I don’t intend to
clean it up and you’re going to spill it.”
“That’s alright,” I said “I’m not thirsty
any more.”
“Then you better get thirsty,” he said,
“because you’re going to drink it.”
It is hard to swallow around a sob. I
don’t know how long we sat there but it
seemed like an hour. Finally I turned the
thermos up and emptied the last swallow
and Ralph said, “Don’t let that happen
again.”
I don’t know what it did for my health,
but it improved my memory.
San Juan County furnished us a fourwheel-drive bus even after the roads were
graveled and, in another example of cooperation, Dolores County road graders
plowed the snow on Utah roads. In big
snow storms the grader would come up
our drive in the middle of the night and I
will always remember the sound of those
diesel engines and the yellow flashing
lights on my bedroom walls.

Doug Funk’s 1951 Ford Pickup, and a pretty little calf
“Mother’s opinion of America was that it was a land of ‘Indians and
outlaws’. Daddy persuaded her that it was a land of freedom and good
neighbors. Mother soon found out this was true. She loved this country (near Dove Creek) and the ‘good neighbors’ ”.
Oscar Semadeni--

DICKSON
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DJ SIMMONS, INC
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Bert and Beverly Wood
Bert R. Wood and Beverly R. Daves
were married on 25 MAY 1952 at the
United Methodist Church in Dove Creek,
Colorado. Beverly was the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. J. F. Daves of Dove Creek, Colorado and Bert was the son of Mr. and
Mrs. H. A. Wood of Cortez, Colorado. Beverly was teaching school at the Burns District. She was a graduate of the Dove
Creek High School and had attended
Western State College for the previous
two years. Bert was farming northwest of
Egnar, Colorado and employed by Standard Oil Company of Albuquerque, New
Mexico. Bert was a graduate of the Cortez
High School.
Beverly was born in Quail, Texas in
1931. A town founded by her granddad;
Mr. W. I. Atkinson. Her folks farmed in the
Quail area until 1935; because of the Depression and Dust Bowl they lost several
cotton crops. Times were tough for everyone. Her folks had heard that there was
good farming land in southwestern Colorado near Cortez. Floyd and Glennis
loaded up their old Chevrolet truck with
their belongings, livestock and three children (Beverly, James, and Nita Sue) and
headed to a new promise land. The family
first settled in the Lewis area with other
family members. In the late 30’s the family
moved to the Dove Creek area to farm
and settle down.
The Daves family grew; the children of
Floyd (b. 1909) and Glennis (Atkinson – b.
1914) Daves were: Beverly, James, Nita
Sue, Earlene, Marlin, Wayne, Kay, Eddie,
Woodie, Stanley, Linda, and Bobby Joe.

All of this family attended the Dolores
County School system. By the time Bobby
Joe graduated, Floyd and Glennis had
had children in the same school district for
40 years. The State of Colorado presented them both official high school
diploma’s for having had children in the
same school district so long.
Bert was born in Denver, Colorado in
1928. His folks Hobert A. (b. 1896) and
Nellie F. (b. 1899) moved to Cortez, Colorado in the late 1930’s and purchased
the Nu-Way Shoe Store. The family settled there in Cortez; the family consisted
of: Pauline, Bobby, Bert, Ruth and Eddie.
They grew large gardens to provide for the
family. H. A. Wood had served in the Army
during World War I as a medic. Bert’s parents, grandparents and uncles were all
very strict Baptists. Several family members were either preachers or deacons in
the church. The Bible was law; and the
family was raised accordingly. Bert joined
the Marines in 1948. He fought with the
First Marine Division in Korea. The horrors' of the war he kept to himself. He
came home from Korea and started helping his folks clear farm land northwest of
Egnar. In the mid 50’s he purchased this
farm and equipment from his folks.
Bert and Beverly farmed part of the
year and worked during the winters either
in Albuquerque, New Mexico or White
Canyon, Utah. Through out this union
Beverly taught school in Burns, Coalbed
Canyon, Cahone, Egnar and Slick Rock.
She taught at all levels – Grade school to
High School. She preferred teaching ele-

How can you make your community a better place?
Second Grade Class • Mrs. Rowell

One way I would make my community a
better place is to build more houses. –
Jessica Ayers

One way I would make my community a
better place is to help raise money for an
amusement park. – Genisis Allen

One way I would make my community a
better place is to recycle. – Chris Murgaw
One way I would make my community a
better place is to recycle. – Ian Roussin

One way I would make my community a
better place is to help raise money for a
skate park and swimming pool. – Amanda
Moore

One way I would make my community a
better place is to stop people from littering.
– Tara Buffington
One way I would make my community a
better place is to help make a swimming
pool! – Preston Spigner
One way I would make my community a
better place is to help raise money for a
swimming pool. – Sadie Cressler

One way I would make my community a
better place is to stop people from smoking. – Ciara Shay

better place is to stop people from littering.
– Wyatt Kennedy
One way I would make my community a
better place is to have one day off school
and no homework. – Travis Shumway
One way I would make my community a
better place is to raise money for an
amusement park.

One way I would make my community better is to help raise money for a swimming
pool. – Hailey Holman
One way I would help my community be a
better place is to recycle. – Faith Myers
One way I would make my community a
better place is to help raise money for a
swimming pool. – Eric Daves

One way I would make my community a
better place is to have a circus. – Taveah
Dodd
One way I would make my community a
better place is to stop people from smoking. – Shania Kibel
One way I would make my community a
better place is to stop people from doing
drugs. – Jaydon Bailey

BS I

in Vocational Education – Agriculture in
1977 at the University of Wyoming.
Tommy graduated in 1974 and joined the
Army with his best friend Brad Harris.
Tommy came home from the Army and
started school at Mesa State; he finished
with a degree in Welding Technology.
Dale took a teaching job in Powell,
Wyoming in 1977 teaching Vocational
Agriculture. In 1979 he joined the
Wyoming Army National Guard. In 1984
he married Miss Mary Louise Onstine of
Powell. In 1986 he went to work for the
Wyoming Army Guard. In 1988 he had the
opportunity to go Active Duty with the National Guard. To this union were born
three children: Beth (1988), William (1994)
and James (1994). James passed away
shortly after birth and is buried in Casper,
Wyoming. Dale retired from Active DutyNational Guard in 2007 with 28 years of
service. His time as battalion commander
of the 94th Troop Command in Laramie
has provided the most valued memories
and friendships.
Tommy finished college and moved
back to the Dove Creek area. In 1980 he
married Miss Vicki Davis of Dove Creek,
Colorado. To this union were born two
children: Quincy (1981) and TaLia (1983).
Quincy went through a terrible battle with
cancer in his early years. This had a
strong effect on the entire family. Both
children were educated in Egnar and
Dove Creek public schools. Quincy completed an Aero-Technical College in Denver in 1999. He has been employed the
airline industries since that time. TaLia
completed college in 2007 with a Bachelor
of Science Degree in Nursing (BSN).
Bert and Beverly raised their family on
the farm with good memories. Both were
involved in the development of several
churches in the area. Beverly taught Sunday School for many years. She later became one of the adult leaders of the First
Baptist Youth Group. Bert served a Deacon in the church. Both of them worked
very hard to help build the current First
Baptist Church in Dove Creek.
Bert passed away in 2006 and Beverly
in 2008. Families start, grow, develop, and
move on. But the memories will always be
there of families and friends.
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Courage to Change Lives • Don't Drink and Drive

One way I make my community better is
to recycle. – Scott Hoyt

One way I would make my community a
better place is to stop people from smoking. – Miranda Morgan
One way I would make my community a
better place is to help raise money for a
skate park. – Blane Johnson
One way I would make my community a

mentary grades and especially enjoyed
teaching students to read. Bert continued
to farm during the year and working during
the winters in the uranium mines.
In 1954, Dale was born. In 1955
Tommy was born. They grew up on the
farm in Egnar. During the early years they
all lived in White Canyon, Utah. Bert and
Beverly owned an old International
“Binder” pickup that was used on the farm
and the trips into White Canyon. While living and working in White Canyon they had
to plan the foodstuffs carefully, because
they never knew when they would get out
of White Canyon during the winter. Beverly loved to cook and miners found out
that she made awesome pies. They would
bring her the fixings and she would bake
for them. The White Canyon mine was
owned by F. A. Sitton at the time. The trips
into and out of the mine were hard; many
a time the “Binder” was chained up to
make the trip. Traversing Comb Wash was
always a miracle. Just about every trip into
White Canyon over Comb Wash provided
some type of new wreck to review. There
were a few times that the miners would
have accidents and would have to be bundled up and placed in the truck bed for a
ride to the hospital in Monticello, UT.
Dale and Tommy both started school
in Egnar. During the winter of 1966 the
Egnar School burned down. A lot of memories of the old Egnar School were lost
during the fire. Items never replaced were
sports trophies, teacher collections, and
other personal items. All the District 18
students spent the next two years going to
school in the old Union Carbide Store and
Community Center in Slick Rock, CO. The
old building was converted into a school.
Classrooms, offices, a gym were incorporated into the old structure. Beverly broke
a leg playing basketball with the eighthgraders one year. She got around pretty
well with a cast and crutches. Both Dale
and Tommy completed high school in
Dove Creek. The daily bus trips were always interesting. A lot of coordination by
the district had to be done to get students
to Egnar from the outlying areas and then
to Dove Creek for high school and then
sports afterwards. Dale graduated in 1972
and started college; he finished a degree

Have a safe 4th of July

Dove Creek
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A clean friendly environment where you can sit
down, have a great conversation, while having a
cup of coffee or grabbing a bite to eat.
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Wild Cow Milking

by Chub Myers
During Pioneer Day Celebration, the fine folks of Monticello challenged Dove
Creek to a wild cow milking contest. Bill and Bob Johnson along with Chub Myer and
Clinton Medley answered the call.
Upon arriving at the Fairgrounds in Monticello we were given instructions. No
horses allowed. We had a rope and a pop bottle and lots of courage.
They turned two range cows into the arena which didn’t show signs of having much milk
to spare.
Bob was the roper with Bill close at hand. When the cow was caught, she drug the
four of us around the arena until we were able to get her somewhat under control. Bill
and Bob manned the head, Clinton grabbed the tail, chub was the designated milker;
then the fun began. Did you ever try to push a wet noodle through a key hole? That is
what it was like trying to squirt milk into a pop bottle while the cow was not very cooperative.
The conclusion, the foursome from Dove Creek won the contest, collected the trophy for years and don’t know where it might be. Bob and Bill are no longer with us. An
enlarged picture of the foursome can be seen at the New Frontier Bar.
Don’t know who may have slipped the four cans of beer in the picture. There was a
little celebrating done after the event but had no bearing on the contest.

If you decide to milk a cow, get one that has been gentled and use a bucket not a pop
bottle.

Winners of the Wild Cow Milking Contest: Bill Johnson,
Bob Johnson, Chub Myers, Clinton Medley

Second Place High School Writing Contest
By: Shelbie Knuckles

Limitless

I drive up town, and not a person passes by that doesn’t
wave. I go out to lunch and have a new conversation with an
old face. I go into the Superette, and every eye that I meet has
a smile just below. This defines ‘together.’ Our little town of
Dove Creek is together, and by this, we have a foundation that
we can and DO thrive on. “Together we thrive” is a great motto
for our town. We continue on and keep going. We support
each other in times of need. We are there for each other during a tragedy, and we celebrate successes with one another.
Proudly, I can say that together describes us.
I’m currently involved in many school athletics and activities
such as STUD and FBLA. These programs require many
fundraising events so that we may pay for the necessary
means to improve our courses and keep them going. It’s reassuring not having to
worry about not selling our baked goods- unless we scalded all of the pies and charcoaled the cookies, of course. In our STUD program, we work to make the community better with the Ron Heaton Program, Relay Under the Stars, mentoring kids, and
working in food drives. Our community is so charitable to causes such as this. We
don’t even have to worry about finding a place to sell our baked goods- Superette always generously allows us to sell in the parking lot. On traveling bake sells, we always know the kind workers at the courthouse will be a big hit. There’s not a doubt in
my mind that Dove Creek supports the youth.
Accomplishing or overcoming an obstacle has to be one of the best feelings
in the world, but isn’t that feeling even more remarkable when you have someone to
share it with? I know it is. Take high school graduation, for example. Those students
survived and successfully pushed through thirteen, maybe fourteen years of school.
They’ve reached a new door in their lives and are ready to open it up and achieve
even more. When I sit in the middle of the fully packed bleachers to see that every
person in Dove Creek is there supporting those students, that’s pretty special to me.
The Dove Creek people are there to watch the graduates open that door and help
them when the hinges stick.
My favorite feature about our town is how our people come together in times
of tragedy. Past feuds or grudges between anyone are erased in a time of sorrow. To
look in the church and see that nearly every face in Dove Creek is there to support
the family after a loved one has passed is undoubtedly a comforting feeling. It makes
me feel lucky that I live where I do. Food is kindly given to those people, flowers are
sent, and people do all that they can for the friends and family to simply ease the
pain of a loss. Recently, with the passing away of my loving cousin, Chantell, I know
that the people of Dove Creek helped my so
family much. A simple hug can mean the
world and make all of the wicked go away for
a second. A hug says more than words ever
could. It lets people know that “I’m here for
you. I care. I wish I could make your pain go
away.”
With even less than 1000 people,
our town might be small compared to the
world, but our hearts are big enough to see
from space. We strive to keep a solid community. We strive to see that the people are
successful, strong, and comforted. We strive
to make our place in this world somehow
under God’s loving eyes. We do this together, and we thrive as one in everything
that we do. Together, I believe anything can
happen, and we will make it happen. Our opportunities are limitless.
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Mike Barrett memories
Mike Barrett (class of 1950, Dolores
County High School). Memories: notes for
the Dove Creek Historian. Mike was born
in Dove Creek. His home is nest to the
Highway (North side) and the Creek (East
side). The outhouse (still standing) was
published in “Out-Houses of Colorado”.

The Snyder Family came to Colorado
in 1876. They spent 4 years on the road,
staying in the Boulder Colorado, area for 2
years before arriving in Rico in 1878.
Grampa’s father helped start the town of
Rico. Grampa was about 14 years old
when the family got to Rico. There are
many, many interesting stories about the
family and their adventures-includingGrampa’s wife, Carrie Crapo, was the
daughter of Leonardo Crapo who followed
Brigham Young to Utah, and was the
founder of Moab. For now, I just want to
concentrate on a couple items of record
that should be corrected or at least discussed; and I’ll throw in a little of
Grampa’s Indian adventures. Cousin Dianne Hoggan (also from Dove Creek) is
the family historian, so we will have her do
a proper history for next year.
The Barrett side of the family came to
Dove Creek from Okla. during the “dust
bowl” times in the early 1900s. At a future
time I would like to furnish a little history
on them.
First clarification:
History gives the Wetherill Bros. credit
for the discovery of Mesa Verde. Here is
the “The rest of the story”. Some of the
old-time cattle men knew about Mesa
Verde, including Grampa, because they
were running cattle in the area. Of course
many of the Ute Indian tribe visited Mesa
Verde. In any event, when the Wetherills
came exploring to the Dove Creek area,
Grampa took them to Mesa Verde so they
could “discover” it. When Grampa was
asked if it bothered him that he was not
mentioned by the Wetherills, he said “I
didn’t discover Mesa Verde either, and I
know what I did do without writing it in a
book”.

Second clarification:
This one is really not a “clarification”
but rather “for the record”. Grampa ran
cattle in the Dove Creek area for a number of years before there was a town. He
settled on Monument Creek about 3 miles
from Dove Creek, and took out a “redemp-

tion” of 360 acres for his ranch. The ranch
contained of a lot of old Anasazi ruins.
One day, about 1900, Grampa found a
sealed Anasazi pot in one of the ruins and
brought it home. It sat on a high shelf for a
couple of years, before he decided to
open the pot. Low and behold the pot was
full of red and white spotted beans. He decided to try planting them, and surprisingly, some of them grew and produced
more red and white spotted beans---that
was the beginning of the Anasazi bean
business, which today provides Anasazi
beans all over the country (I’ve seen them
in New York City). Most of Grampa’s children received a few of the original beans
as keep-sakes. They were passed down
to the Grandchildren (and I am passing
them to my children--4 Great-Grands). We
have so few of the original 900 plus years
old beans that I have preserved them cast
in plastic. I also gave a couple of the original beans cast in plastic to a friend, Rod
Griener, who, for many years, has sold the
beans and Dove Creek popcorn to raise
$$ for charity. There may have been other
pioneers who found original beans, also.
I only know about Grampa’s “pot of
beans”, and I want to get the story on
record.
Indians and Grampa Snyder (Charles
Henry Snyder):
Utes were friends of Grampa’s. My
older brother, Frankie, told lots of stories
about the relationships. Old Wash and Old
Watermelon were sub-chiefs that often
camped on Grampa’s ranch on Monument
Creek about 3 miles NW of Dove Creek.
Frankie lived with Grampa and Gramma
for several years when he was little- he
said the Utes camped near the Ranch
house across the creek- it was ok with
Grampa to play at their camp, but
Gramma tried to keep him away for fear
the Indians would steal him. They had
sweat lodges near the creek, and Grampa
would join them for a “sweat” sometimes.
Grampa and the Utes had a long and
healthy relationship.
There are lots of stories about the
Utes, including:
Grampa was snowed in early when running cattle on the Winter range (Dove
Creek), so he had to spend the winter in a
cave in the Cross Canyon area and look
after the herd. This was early on (late
1800’s) before Grampa had a ranch at

Dove Creek
Dinner Bell
330 Hwy 491
(970) 677-3420

Dove Creek. He and his parents and family were living in Rico (which was the Summer range for the cattle) (later on,
Grampa, and Brothers and Cousins and
other relatives used the National Monument at Moab for their Winter range- but
that’s another story.) This winter Grampa
lived in the cave and got acquainted with
the Indians who were also wintering there
and had very little food. They became
friends via Grampa’s generosity in feeding
them his cattle that winter.
The next year, Grampa was looking
after his cattle in the same vicinity when a
Ute he did not know came by and wanted
to borrow a couple of bullets for his 30-30.
Grampa’s only bullets were the ones in his
30-30, so he started to lever a couple out
for the Indian, -- when his gun accidently
discharged, cutting off the Indians braid.
Neither spoke the others language well,
so the misunderstanding was that Grampa
was trying to kill the Indian, who took off

on a wild ride to get help to kill the white
man. Fortunately, the camp the “short
pony tail” Indian went to was “Old Watermelon’s” camp. Old Watermelon was the
chief of the tribe that had wintered with
Grampa, so all eventually was settled to
everyone’s satisfaction.
When Grandpa was wintering cattle
North of Moab, he had lots of time on his
hands during the winter so he inscribed
his name and date on a large rock at the
base of a cliff. Over the years several of
his relatives and friends who ran cattle
there, also placed their names or initials
on the same rock. The area is now a National Monument. Barbie and I went into
the office and asked them about the rock
(since we heard that they were sandblasting “graffiti” off the rocks). We were told
the rock is being preserved with all the old
initials and names and dates, since it is a
“historic monument”. Most of the dates are
pre 1900.

Third Place High School Writing Contest

The Game

By: Nick Jones

There are many memories I have made during the 16
years I have lived in Dove Creek. The most memorable one
was the Mancos football game this year. This game was
the most memorable because the whole team was pumped
up and ready to kill them on their homecoming. Also we
were wanting to beat them bad this year because they had
beat us the year before on our homecoming.
The atmosphere for us was just teaming with electricity.
All the parents were pumped up, the bench was pumped.
We were all ready to go. The speakers came, on the National Anthem played
and we all knew it was about time to start. We stood anxiously waiting for the
song to end, many of us swaying back and forth ready to go and play. When the
game started we all knew who would get the ball the most and that was our
goal, to shut the run game down.
The defense was ready for the run and every time they tried to run, we were
right there to stop them. As the quarter was coming to an end, they ran a play
up the middle. In the middle of their field, there was a huge mud puddle. As the
running back came up the middle, I came across and grabbed the back of his
jersey and held on. As he ran, he went right through that mud puddle with me
still hanging on. I stayed face down while he drug me through it. When the
play was over and I stood up, I had mud everywhere. It was built up so bad on
my face mask that I had chunks of grass hanging from the mud.
The most memorable play that I made that night was stopping their longest
run that would have gone for a touchdown if I wasn’t there. I was playing the left
side defensive back and their running back broke to the outside and was determined to make it to the end zone. As I came across the field I had to change my
pursuit angle if I wanted to catch him. Soon I saw him out the corner of my eye.
Next thing I knew, I was diving for his legs. As I was diving, I felt my body hit
them and I wrapped my arms around them and held on. As he was going down
I saw Chance coming full speed to hit him again.
At half time, we went to the bus screaming and yelling. When we came back
out they weren’t done with their homecoming stuff but we didn’t care. We all
walked to the center of the field and made a huge circle and started stretching.
Soon, the game was back under way with Mancos passing a lot more. Due to
the coverage we had, they didn’t complete any passes. As the game came to
an end, we were up 44 to 0. All the Mancos fans were silent as we celebrated
the win.
After the game Mancos had food waiting for us. While we were getting our
food, Mancos lit their bon fire so we all went and stood by it while we ate. When
we finally left, we were all talking about plays that were our favorite and how we
hit people. We were all still so pumped that we were yelling on the bus and
being rowdy. I soon realized that I would never forget that night that we killed
Mancos at their homecoming.
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Pretty Boy Floyd

By: Max Dicken
Pretty Boy Floyd was the
leader of a successful gang of
bandits in the early 20th century.
They robbed banks, trains,
buses, and wherever they found
money; they terrorized Oklahoma
and nearby states.
Federal marshals, state police, county sheriffs were all trying to catch the bandits without
success; Floyd’s group was too
clever. Finally a bunch of outlaws
was cornered on an Oklahoma
farm, and in the ensuing
shootout, all of the outlaws were
killed. The local farmer identified
the dead men as Pretty Boy
Floyd’s bandits, and the leader
as Pretty Boy Floyd. The bandits
were buried and the lawmen left,
satisfied that that at last the
clever crooks were gone.

What the lawmen didn’t know
was that the farmer and Floyd
had grown up together and were
life-long friends. The farmer knew
that Floyd wanted to leave the
outlaw trail and return to normal
life, but with so many looking for
him, it was impossible. However,
with him being thought dead, this
was the opportunity he needed.
Years later, at the end of the
1940s, we had just completed
our new church building in Dove
Creek. During morning service
one weekend, a stranger appeared and introduced himself as
“Williams”. They call me
“Preacher Williams,” he told us.
And he asked permission to hold
revival meetings for the community in our new building. We all
thought it was a good idea, so
our local leader called the church

Continued from Page 6

head quarters in Denver.
“Preacher Williams ?” they responded. “He’s a grade A filbert,
(nut) but perfectly harmless. Let
him hold the meetings,”
However, Williams appeared
to be very old and he was not
willing to wait around. So he
went up to Egnar and got permission to hold his meetings in the
school house there. For six
weeks, he preached several
meetings each week to a packed
house. We drove up to most of
them, and found him to be a very
interesting speaker. I was about
eighteen at the time.
Williams stayed with Little Bill
Goforth during the six weeks.
One afternoon, while visiting, Little Bill asked, “Preacher, how do
you know so much about Pretty
Boy Floyd, that Oklahoma bandit

class
members were junior boys and I think there were 13 in the class. The first day I day I
had the class, one of the guys said, “Nobody likes us, Mrs. Fosdick. I replied, “I like
you.” It was a dandy class and we got a lot studied in it.
Another class I took over mid-year was a senior English class. Two of the art students I had had went to the library to take art as an independent study. Since I was next
door to the library it was easy for me to slip in from time to time and check their art
progress. It worked. Every week the library would publish the names of students with
overdue books. After reading the name of one of my boys several weeks in a row, I
asked him why he didn’t go get the book right now and get it turned in. He told me, “It’s
all your fault, Mrs. Fosdick, that I have that overdue book.” I asked why. He replied, “Because you gave that assignment to do a book report. I would never have checked out
the book otherwise.” Go figure.
Since I had taken the class over part way through the year, I tried to follow what the
previous teacher had started. I found out that the kids were reading a variety of different
books, which made it impossible to have class discussions or any interaction with the
class on what they read. For each book, there was a standardized test I was to give the
kids. I asked the former teacher why the kids didn’t all have copies of the same book.
She said, there weren’t enough books, that 3 or 4 copies of each book was all the
school had. The test program was one bought for the English department. I found out
shortly that many in the class didn’t understood some of the questions on he tests, such
as theme, setting, or proponent and opponent.
One of the books was “To Kill a Mockingbird” which I had never read either, so I got
an old black and white movie of it starring Gregory Peck. I showed the film to the class.
Here we all were, on the edge of our chairs, totally involved with the story, when the film
broke. I mean the whole class had been under the spell of this film, including me. I got
the film spliced and we continued, but the spell had been broken. But that one book
stood out more than the other “read and test books”. I read “To Kill a Mockingbird myself after that, a great book with a modern message. I changed the curriculum then. I let
them pick their own books and they gave oral book reports to me. Much better, because
they were more involved with what they were reading. Of course, we studied other
things, too. One was Shakespeare, which in my opinion, is difficult to read and understand, but also, very important, because of Shakespeare’s universal messages (messages for all times and for all people.) Again, I worked with movies, one of which was
“Taming of the Shrew” with Liz Taylor in it. Again, a success.
Once in my humanities class, toward the end of the year, my kids came in and told
me they were bored with what we were studying. I asked for suggestions and sex education won. The library had just gotten a series of 8mm film loops for the science department. These needed a special projector and each film was ten minutes long. The
loops didn’t have any words and the students were to figure out the message from
watching it. I check out the film loop, “The Sex Life of Cockroaches.” After I showed it to
my class, I asked if there were any questions or comments. There weren’t, so I said,
“This concludes our unit on sex education.”
One year I had an art class of all junior boys. The choice on the schedule was either
art or shorthand. Every girl took shorthand and every guy except one took art, even
though most were not that interested in art. One of my guys was a big farm boy named
Harold who rode a motorcycle. At the time, the Hell’s Angels were popular in California.
So, of course, we had “Harold’s Angels” here in Dove Creek for Harold and his buddies
who rode motorcycles with him. One of the teachers who wasn’t local decided Harold
was a delinquent, because he’d take his pocket knife out and clean his fingernails with
it. We all laughed pretty hard at that.
I always tried to make my art classes personalized to my students if I could. One assignment in this class was in commercial art, and the students were to make a poster.
Harold had an FFA sheep named, Shorty, and he made a big permanent sign on wood
to show Shorty at fairs. It was the best poster I had done. Then, when we were in clay
sculpture, Harold sculpted Shorty in clay. Another “A” for Harold. He was also one of
Ray’s good students, too.
I always included some art appreciation in my art classes getting my students familiar with famous artists and movements. Many of my students found this part of the art
program boring. I had this same class of junior boys showing them slides of famous
artists. They were not being that attentive, so I carefully picked my next slide. I told
them, “The name of this is Duchamp’s painting, “Nude Descending Staircase.” They all
perked up at that. In fact, I had their absolute attention for about 15 seconds. When
they saw the slide, there was a very disappointed group of boys. If you are not familiar
with this famous work of art, research it yourself on line. It is worth seeing. By the way,
the Ninja Turtles did more for my art appreciation sessions than any other thing I can
think of. DaVinci, Raphael, and Michelangelo became household words and my kids
were quite interested in learning about the real artists.
I taught a number of classes without a text. One was Creative Writing. Not only was
a text not available, but I had never had a class myself in creative writing. I remember
one of my girls told me it was the best class she had ever taken. Wow, that made my
day. Another class was business English; again, I had no class in it and no text. I made
the kids write a resume`. Three of the guys didn’t take it seriously and gave me some
really corny answers. I made them do it over and do it right. A few days later, one of
these guys told me his resume` had gotten him a job at the new Walmart Store just
starting in Cortez. Another Wow! Another class I taught with no preparation was Colorado History taught to 8th graders at the Egnar Middle School. I did have a text, however. It was the same text this class had had in the fourth grade when they took
Colorado history. However, this was a fun class to teach as I love history, especially
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who was killed some years ago?”
Williams paused a moment,
then answered, “Well, I don’t tell
many people this, but I am his
first cousin.”
At the close of the meetings,
a number of people answered
Williams’ call and became members of various churches in the
community.
Williams was driving one of
those long “touring cars” popular
in the 1930s. It had long running
boards, a fold-down top and a
long straight-eight or straighttwelve engine in front. He
shrugged and told Little Bill, “I’ve
acquired some more stuff these
past weeks, and there is not
room for all of it in my car. Could
I leave this trunk with you? I’m
going to Oregon where I have
relatives. When I get a new ad-

dress, I’ll write you and send
money so you can ship it to me.”
Little Bill replied, “Yes, of
course.” Preacher Williams drove
off and that was the last Little Bill
ever heard from him. Little Bill
decided that Williams had probably driven off the road in route to
Oregon, or had died suddenly
after reaching there, and nobody
knew about the trunk left in Colorado. So Little Bill found a key
taped to the bottom of the trunk.
He unlocked it and looked at the
contents. The trunk was filled
with personal effects of the infamous Pretty Boy Floyd!! I don’t
know what happened to the trunk
or its contents.

western history, and as with other classes I’ve taught, the rerun of the easy reading textbook left ample room for me to bring in my own contributions. I had the same group of
students the next period in art and so I had the kids make dioramas of some scene from
Colorado history. They did a really good job. I had the Packer Massacre, The Royal
Gorge Bridge, Fort Bent, and the like. (I’ll have a photo or two of these)
Another class off the top of my head was teaching the Constitution to seventh
graders. No body had taught this class at Dolores County because nobody realized it
was required by the state to teach the class. In fact, I was with the principal when he
read the state educational requirements and realized this class needed to be added to
our curriculum. This class presented more of a challenge, because I had never studied
the Constitution myself. I was on my own. Now there is a distinct difference between
teaching a class like Creative Writing and the Constitution. The seventh grade class
then was an exceptional class and the first year I taught the Constitution, I was able to
use the 8th grade American History text which had a good section in it on the Constitution and Bill of Rights, and was not being used at the time. The next year, the eighth
grade was using their own text book and I didn’t have anything to teach the Constitution
with that year. Money was always tight in our district, so I had my TA running off the
section in the 8th grade history to use to teach the current class. However, because “the
district didn’t have the money to run off enough copies for everyone in the class to have
a copy. So I was o my own again and started with my own copy and what I had learned
the years before. Then some custodian found stored in a dusty storeroom some workbooks ordered to study the Constitution for high school. Only three exercises had been
done in the workbook. I soon discovered why. The workbooks were way above the
heads of my current 7th grade class, hard to understand, and were definitely not for
Middle School. In fact, my opinion of these workbooks were worse than worthless, because the Constitution is so important and is hard to understand for 7th graders. I discarded the workbooks shortly after getting them. But, it turned out good anyway.
My most challenging teaching assignment was Chapter 1 Reading, later called Title
1. I had no special training in teaching remedial reading and wondered if I would not be
able to teach the kids who needed help getting up to grade level. I had mixed classes of
6th, 7th, and 8th graders together, mostly boys because boys tend to have more learning problems than do girls. First, there is a gap as high and wide as the Royal Gorge
between a sixth grader and an 8th grader, so the mixed classes were doubly challenging. Next, by the time kids are in middle school, they are very ashamed to be different
and in need of remediation. This was an open door for other kids to bully the ones in
Chapter 1. I found out that these kids were quite needy and lacking in self-confidence
and we spent some class time talking about their problems, in addition to the reading.
They badly needed a friend and someone to help them feel better about themselves. I
had a lot of help from Dorma Baird, Chapter 1 teacher at the grade school. She kept me
on track and meeting the state requirements for the class. I really appreciated her help.
I feel better about this assignment than some of my others, and know I had some success as most of the kids on state tests had gained in reading skills.
I have many fond memories of my last five years and my students out at the middle
school. I could write a whole book or maybe three about my experiences of being a
teacher here in Dolores County. But, I will end with one of my favorite memories. This
happened in a high school art class. James was a model student. He was quite creative, highly motivated, interested, self starting --- about everything a good art student
should be. In fact, James was the only student I ever had who got interested in making
silver jewelry. He was a dandy. Except once, when the superintendent decided to bring
the school board in, in the middle of class, and tour my facilities. You guessed it. The
only a student who gave any problems was James. He was aping around the room carrying a small, individual-sized matchbox. He was going to “bury his aunt”. Yep! There
was a dead ant in the box. I mean it was really funny except that my bosses were in the
room observing. I could have killed James on that day. Later I laughed. James went
right back to being a model art student. How could I stay mad?
This ends the saga of the Art and ??? teacher. It was a great ride and I have been
doubly enriched to teach in Dolores County Schools. I want to thank all of my kids
through the years who gave me so many great memories as a teacher, the career I had
thought at one time I didn’t want to have
-Carol Fosdick
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The Daves Saga

In 1939, Floyd and Glennis Atkinson
Daves , along with their three oldest children: Beverly, Sue, and James, their belongings, and their chickens, moved from
Texas to Lewis, Colorado. En route to
Colorado, they traded chickens and eggs
for gas.
After arriving in Colorado, they lived
out of the back of their truck for a period of
time. Dad worked for T. Guy during this
time. He cleared and farmed 40 acres.
Our family continued to grow. In 1941,
Earlene was born.
Eventually, the family moved to Dove
Creek. Dad and Mom both worked for Joe
and Juanita Fury. They lived on the Lynn
property south of Dove Creek (now the
Chadd place). Then, the family moved
south of Dove Creek on County Rd 4. The
house they lived in eventually became the
red barn on the Vernon Gano/Hobley’s
property north of Dove Creek. While living
there, in 1942, Marlin was born. Weighing
in at ll pounds, our Mom often told the
story that this birth almost killed her. She
even heard the angels singing
Living in this place brought many fun
adventures. One of the most memorable
is when Earlene was driving the Young’s
Model T. She was only three. She informed Francis Young, a small child, too,
that she could drive. She did! Marlin was
standing nearby. She ran over his leg.
The family just knew that his leg was broken. They went across the road to Nel
Darnell’s house to see what she thought.
It wasn’t broken, just badly bruised. While
living here, Wayne was born in 1944.
In 1945, the family moved to the ‘farm’
west of Dove Creek. They lived in the old
Post Office of what used to be Molding,
Colorado. Legend has it , that Molding
was a wild place. There was no running
water or electricity. Dad traded a saddle
to Thomas Jackson for the property,
known as the Lennon place. He bought

land other from Findell Sitton and rented
ground from the Bass family. All the farm
ground was in the same location. He
began farming with an International Farmall M. In fact, most of his farming was
done with that brand of equipment.
Going to school was a challenge, since
there was no bus. Dad drove them to
school; it was expensive. Ramona and
Ardith Barrett had a car and brought the
kids home from school quite often. Kay
was born, in 1946.
Dad shared the story with family members of wild horses being all over the area
near the farm. He, Mr. Crapo, and others
used to try to catch them. They shared a
lot of good times together.
In 1947, the family moved to Dove
Creek. Dad traded the barn wood on the
Lennon Place to Windy Brown for 2 lots in
town. We had running water and electricity, but no indoor bathroom. Dad moved
to town, because he couldn’t afford to
keep driving the school-age children into
town. Earlene had to start school; she
hated it. Sue had to help take care of her,
because she cried all the time about having to go to school. Beverly graduated
from high school in 1949 and went to college. Sue got married to Garnett Dunigan
when she was 14. Garnett was Beatrice
Jones’s son. Sue died tragically, when
she was 18. Eddie was born in 1949, and
Woodie was born in 1951. The older kids
helped with the younger ones. When
asked how she did it, Mom used to say we
weren’t that hard, because we were good
kids. We were just as mischievous as all
other kids, but we were her kids.
Stanley was born in 1954. Linda was
born in 1956. Earlene and Kay were
happy to have a girl, instead of another
boy. Stanley would have rather had a
puppy. In 1959, Bobby Joe was born. He
was the last of the bunch and often told
us, that Mom and Dad saved the best for

the last.
Our house was a busy place. Carla
Holder, a good friend of Earlene’s, said
that she liked to come to our house, because it was like a 3-ring circus. We were
allowed to play and have fun, except on
Saturday nights. We all had to sit down
and listen to the radio. Our two favorite
radio show were Amos and Andy and the
Grand Ole Opry. It was during this time,
that our family finally got a TV. We had
never had one. Watching episodes of
Gene Autry, Roy Rogers, Leave it to
Beaver, and others was a great time.
In 1962, our family moved to the Todd
place, 31/2 miles west of Dove Creek.
Dad paid $20,000 for the place and 90
acres. He worried that he wouldn’t be
able to pay for it. He purchased this property from Cecil Jones. We were thrilled!
We had an indoor bathroom! By this
time, both James and Earlene had married their sweethearts and were raising
their families. Marlin was in the Army. We
still had 8 children at home, but we had
more space.
Our first winter in this home, we almost froze to death. We fought over who
got to sit in front of the propane heater.
Dad put our big Warm Morning woodburning stove in the next season. It has
been there since.
The well water had a lot of iron content
in it. So, we had to haul cooking and
drinking water. Our clothes had a rustic
look to them. When the rural water came
through, Mom was so happy. She could
actually make ice tea from the tap water
and have clean white clothes. Mom didn’t
have an automatic washer and dryer for
many years. Laundry was an all day affair

with the older wringer type machine.
Clothes dried on the line. Eventually, we
wereable to get her more modern appliances, new floors, new cabinets, and new
furniture.
Dad began renting more land from
Lester Crain and Cecil Jones. He had
children who could help him, and we did.
Our summers were spent hoeing beans
and helping. Many times Mom brought a
full home-cooked meal to the field. Those
were good times.
One by one, the children grew up and
left home. Some got married and raised
families, others went on to college and careers. Always the family has kept in close
contact, especially during the holidays and
on Sundays. Sunday dinners were often
fried chicken and the trimmings. Home
cooked meals were the best. Mom’s
homemade biscuits and gravy often
brought visitors.
Floyd Daves only had a 6th grade education. Mom completed the 9th grade. In
1977, when Bobby Joe graduated from
high school, Dolores County Schools gave
both Dad and Mom honorary diplomas.
They were thrilled.
In 1995, Dad passed way. Mom did
the same in 1996. They were married 59
years. They left to their eleven children 40
acres each and the home place. It was
debt free. Quite a legacy for people with
little formal schooling! Hard work, good
trading talk, and honest dealings made
this possible.
To date Floyd and Glennis have 12
children, 28 grandchildren, and 67 great
grandchildren and 14 great great grandchildren. The Daves’ family has thrived
together.
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Back row left to right: Alton Heaton, Dennis Neely, Keith Shira, Jackie Don Kimmel,
Eldon Neely, Dan Vinger
Bottom row: Edna Searcy, (unknown), Jeanine Lewis, Melba Sharp
The year would have been 1955 - photo courtesy of Mitchell Risenhoover
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